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      Raptors along Swartrivier Road await you
          

    DIARY NOTES
                                                      September

 Thurs: 3rd         Morning outing to Jessie Walton        Meet at OTP at 07:45
                         & Iona farms along Highlands Road    Take morning drink+snack 
 7th – 10th           Field outing to Red Stone Hills            Fully booked                                  
 Wed: 16th         Evening presentation by Mike &         Fernkloof Hall 19:00
                         Helen MacNaught - “Around the
                                     Cape in 38 days”
                                                        
                                                October

Thurs: 1st        Morning outing to De Mond                   Meet at Fernkloof at 07:15
                        Chris Cheetham & Mike Ford to lead    Take drink/snacks/lunch
18th – 21st        Field outing to Duinepos WCNP              Fully booked
Wed:28th     Evening presentation  - Luke Horsten        Fernkloof Hall 19:00    
              NOTE THE CHANGE OF DATE FOR THE OCT MEETING 



 
                                 

Craig's Chirp
                                 

                       

The months are flying past and we are heading towards Spring and its delights - and of course
the return of many of our feathered friends.

Sue and I have been in the UK and France for a couple of months and I know that Margie, 
David, Guy, Petra and Peta looked after you very well. Thank you, team HBC.  During our 
absence, Guy continued to keep our hide project a top priority, and the photographic 
competition was once again a big success. Well done to John Bowman, Margie Ogston 
and Luke Horsten on being the winners this year.  In future we will encourage members 
to enter two favourite pictures per person thus allowing a wider selection of pictures.

 The quiz evening was great fun and John Bowman, our quiz-master, did a wonderful job.
Mike Ford had set up the questions, but was given a surprise trip to Thailand with his 
family and kindly passed all his work on to John who therefore, instead of Mike, received 
all the jibes and flack from the members as the questions came up. Well done to the 
Palmers and the Finns for taking the honours this year. It was a lovely evening!

The August outing was to the African Penguin and Seabird Sanctuary  (APSS) which has 
been established in Gansbaai – it’s a fabulous facility and the guys there are doing a 
wonderful job. If you are in the area do drop in – you will be amazed. This unit functions 
with private money and donations collected by the APSS.

Our August guest speaker, Vernon Head, spoke on his philosophy of birding, and the 
amazing events and journey which led him to write his book “The Search for the Rarest 
Bird in the World”. A wonderful talk which was enjoyed by the 70 members who attended.

Mike Ford presented two morning sessions on the Migration of Birds – a fascinating 
course. If anyone wants a copy of his slides and the course notes I have them on disc at 
an affordable R15.00.

The weeks ahead offer a walk on Jessie Walton’s farm, a trip to Red Stone Hills near 
Calitzdorp – followed soon thereafter with a visit to the West Coast National Park and a 
morning outing to De Mond, so we will be busy.

http://www.google.co.za/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F%2F4.bp.blogspot.com%2F-tyFdYIyI_ME%2FT84ahQ6RwtI%2FAAAAAAAAJc4%2F0zm-te9J268%2Fs1600%2Fcrow%252Bnest.jpg&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F%2Fpalmcreekupdate.blogspot.com%2F2012%2F06%2Fsummer-fun-and-games.html&h=255&w=245&tbnid=4FkpVQ5fR16BDM%3A&zoom=1&docid=dQzPi2Q5iOFXXM&ei=eWVGU8vSFo-ThgflhIDIAg&tbm=isch&ved=0CM4BEIQcMCY&iact=rc&dur=1502&page=2&start=21&ndsp=24


Chirp continued/2

Those of you who came along to the Walker Bay Bird Fair or who bought raffle tickets 
may like to know what we did with the proceeds – we presented R20 000 to the African 
Penguin and Seabird Sanctuary and R20 000 to the Overberg Lowland Conservation Trust 
– both causes that work hard for the preservation of the birdlife and environment in our 
area.

We look forward to your continued participation in all club activities and always welcome 
ideas and thoughts from you with regards to new locations to visit or suggestions on how
to improve on what we currently organise for our members. 

Thanks to all of you who voted on the starting times for our club's evening presentations.
Over 60% want us to start at 19h00 during the Summer so from the September meeting 
that’s the starting time.

Best wishes and Good Birding.

Craig

 
Fernkloof Flower Festival -24th to 27th of September.

Hermanus Bird Club members will be present at a stand to showcase the Club's
activities. We will display photos and material on the birds which can be found 
in Fernkloof, specifically, and within the Overberg.

   Please support the HBC and the festival organisers.



Field Outing  -  Van der Stel Pass, Hawston View Road & Swartrivier Road 

Most HBC members must have buried their heads under the blankets after seeing the 
thick clouds over Hermanus on Thursday 2 July, because when Margie and I pulled into 
the Onrus Trading Post a sad sight awaited us. Only 5 members huddled together: 
Richard and Sue Franck, Paul Pretorius, Elaine Wallace, and Lorraine van Rensburg. 

So seven cold birders set off, not quite singing “hi-ho, hi-ho, and off to bird we go”, but 
cheerful nevertheless. We drove through Botrivier, and along the van der Stel Pass where 
the serious birding started. The weather was indeed not ideal, but that did not prevent us
from getting out every now and again, peering through bushes and trees, and celebrating
a hard-won identification. We were rewarded with the Cardinal Woodpecker, two African 
Fish Eagles, and some lovely displays by Malachite and Southern Double-Collared 
Sunbirds in their breeding plumage. 

Along Hawston View Road a small puzzle was scrambling around in a thorny bush: could 
it be a Fairy Flycatcher gone AWOL? Probably not, and without the real experts around, 
we’ll have to accept that it could have been a very young Cape Batis… hmmm... or ...? We 
had our coffee break after which Richard and Sue had to leave us, and the remaining five 
birders carried on. My personal highlight was a Zitting Cisticola on a fence, fanning out 
and closing its little tail.

 

  Along Swartrivier Road we spotted South African   
Shelduck, a gorgeous Large-billed Lark in full  
song, large numbers of Blue Crane, Red-billed Teal,  
and African Pipit. 

The stop at the iron bridge was very brief: it was almost noon, but freezing! We were 
hoping to see the African Snipe that we had seen the previous week, but no luck. 

Our final total of 65 species was, I thought, really good and we all had had a lovely 
outing. Barbara Swart – photo courtesy MJO Ed



Field Outing – APSS and Stanford 

We are spoilt for choice when it comes to beauty in the Overberg and once again the HBC 
committee found a way to get 22 members out into the field to enjoy an unusually warm  

        birding day.
 
Our destination was the APSS (African Penguin &    
 Seabird Sanctuary) in Gansbaai and once transport  
 had been streamlined at Fernkloof the group set off 
 eastwards. 

 We were met at the sanctuary by Samantha 
 who introduced us to Xolani, our well-informed and 
 highly experienced guide. He has worked with the 
 rehabilitation of penguins and other seabirds in the 

Eastern Cape over the past 12 years and has now joined the APSS, a project of The Dyer Island  
Conservation Trust.

This sanctuary is a real eye-opener and wonderful window into the work done and achieved by 
the staff and the Trust, and is worth a trip for visitors to our area. On entering the premises a   

        large donation bottle is in full view, plus a worthwhile gift shop and small coffee bar. The 
        project is run purely on sponsorship from the business sector and donations from the public – 

it costs R1000 to rehabilitate each bird admitted to the Sanctuary.

African Penguin numbers have dropped from around 2 million adults in the early 1900's to less
than 38 000 adults in 2014 (the decline, on average, is 90 birds per week since 1956).
The colonies around our coast have shrunk to dangerously small numbers. They are vulnerable
to small-scale events such as bad weather, seal predation and seagulls taking eggs!

For further information regarding donations and information on the Sanctuary, please go to
www.africanpenguin.org. 

The Penguin & Seabird Rescue Line contact details are:  072 598 7117

Xolani mentioned that they are always in need of towels and newspaper, so any members
who are able to donate these are asked to take them along when visitng the APSS. Or bring 
them along to the next monthly Wednesday meeting and we will get them to the APSS for you.

  

http://www.africanpenguin.org/


Walker Bay Bird Fair and the APSS 

The opening of the African Penguin and Seabird Sanctuary on the 26th February was set as such
to coincide with the first Walker Bay Bird Fair. (WBBF). Stanford Bird Club and Hermanus Bird 
Club joined forces to host the Walker Bay Bird Fair with special guest Tim Appleton MBE, founder
of the British Bird Fair, as the opening address guest speaker.

The team from the WBBF set out to raise funds in support of the APSS and six months after the 
official opening the team visited the APSS where they handed over a R20 000 donation to 
founder Wilfred Chivell.  Xolani Lawo, the APSS ‘ penguin whisperer’ was able to update the team
on the African penguins that are being rehabilitated. Three penguins were duly named after 
the team – Craig, Debbie and Peter.

 

 L-R : Craig Holmes; Debbie Alexander;  
 Wilfred Chivell; Peter Hochfelden

The donation was made in memory of Brummer Olivier, a passionate nature guide and bird 
lover, who passed away tragically in a helicopter accident on the 22nd September. 

The Dyer Island Conservation Trust and APSS wish the Walker Bay Bird Fair future success
with its objectives: the continued promotion of birding as well as the many aspects of 
conservation efforts in this region.

See more at:
http://africanpenguin.org/news/walker-bay-bird-fair

http://africanpenguin.org/news/walker-bay-bird-fair-


Members' Quiz Evening
  

   The HBC quiz evening is probably the most frustratingly rewarding few hours spent within the 
          club – our annual quiz masters, be they Ronnie, Mike or John, really test our overall birding 
          knowledge and remind us of how humble we should be regarding our chosen hobby.

 39 members joined in this year and our new quiz master, John Bowman, kept control of
  the many variations of answers which were offered by the contestants, either in jest, or perhaps  

 seriously at times. 

           John kindly stood in for Mike Ford who had to fly out on a surprise family holiday. Mike had 
 completed the set of questions and passed them on to John who seemed to enjoy the quiz from 
 the other side of the table for a change – thank you John!

 The 10 sections of 10 questions were very testing and yet the answers were acceptably easy
 once we knew them. Of the 100 questions only 10 were answered correctly by all 37 participants!

 The usual delicious soups were kept hot while our brains frazzled and after 50 question we all  
 needed a cerebral recharge with soup and bread.

 The winners this year were The Palmfintails consisting of Barbara and Graham Palmer and
  Jenny and Mick Finn. They beat the team of Charles Naudé. Lee Burman and Marie and 
  Peter Dagg by ½  point and the contest between the other teams was highly competitive.

  Thanks to all who braved the winter weather and joined us to learn more about birds
  and their strange ways, and generally to pick up additional interesting birding knowledge.

 It was a great fun HBC evening once again. Thanks to the committee for the soups and bread!
          

  I have selected a few questions for you to test your knowledge and to whet your appetite 
        for next year's event! MJO Ed

1. Heads or Tails – identify the species

  
 A)  B)



Quiz questions continued/2

2. Books, Films and songs about birds 

A) A film about twitching, starring Owen Wilson, Jack Black and Steve Martin
          The ....  ….
          B) A 1970's song by Manfred Mann

Pretty ….............

3. Multiple choice 
Where would you find the “Remiges” on a bird?
A)   Flight feathers    B) Tail feathers    C) Crest feathers    D) Vent feathers

4. Birding trivia 

A) The breeding success of the Curlew Sandpiper and the Little Stint in Siberia 
depends on the abundance of what creature?
B) What is another name for an “Ouzel”?

5. National birds – pair these countries and birds

A) Country:  Botswana; Chile; Denmark; Iceland; Germany; Argentina; India; 
Namibia; Spain; Israel.

B) National Bird: Golden Eagle; Mute Swan; Hoopoe; Condor; Peacock; Kori Bustard;  
Rufous Hornero; Gyrfalcon; Arctic Tern; Lilac-breasted Roller; African Fish Eagle;

 Imperial Eagle.

6. HBC monthly challenge 2015 

A) How many species of seabirds could be recorded during the Challenge? 7;  17;  
or  27 (Include gulls, terns, cormorants, seabirds and penguins).

B) In theory, according to the Challenge checklist, how many species of terns is it 
possible to record during the 5-month period?  6 ;  8;  10;  or   12?

7. Bird brains 

A) Which species has the common nickname   “King of Six”?
B)  Name the biggest and smallest flying birds in southern Africa



Quiz questions continued

8. Cryptic clues 

A)  Invoice for a cutlery item. (9 letters)
B)  Illegal tackle costs more than a pound! (10 letters)

9. True or false 

A)  A female Ruff is called a Reefe
B)  Migrating warblers fly mainly at night.

10.  Round and about

A) If you wanted to show a visitor to our region a “Spheniscus demersus” where 
would be the closest place to find one?
B) Name two new species that have taken up residence in the Hermanus area in 
the past 5 years.

Answers
1. A)   Great Crested Grebe – B)   African Paradise Flycatcher
2. A)   The Big Year –             B)   Pretty Flamingo
3.       Flight Feathers
4. A)   Lemmings                  B)    Blackbird
5.  Botswana     =     Lilac-breasted Roller

  Chile             =     Condor
  Denmark       =     Mute Swan
  Iceland          =    Gyrfalcon
  Germany       =     Golden Eagle
  Argentina      =     Rufous Hornero
  India              =     Peacock
  Namibia         =     African Fish Eagle
  Spain             =     Imperial Eagle
  Israel             =     Hoopoe

6. A) 17                                 B)   12
7. A) Pin-tailed Whyda            B)   Kori Bustard and Fairy Flycatcher\
8. A) Spoonbill                       B)  Guineafowl
9. A)  False - Reeve                B)  True
10. A)  Stoney Point – African Penguin 

 B)  Amethyst Sunbird, Southern Grey-headed Sparrow and Streaky-headed 
Seedeater



Evening Presentation by Vernon Head:
The search for the rarest bird in the world

70 members enjoyed an evening with Vernon Head – below is a summary of his presentation
by Barbara Palmer.

Man has always collected things. The collection of tubers, shellfish, berries, nuts& fruits of old 
has been replaced by shiny objects, trolleys piled with stuff wrapped in plastic, useless dinner 
plates displayed on walls, CDs stacked high in our living rooms.

The collection of moments, of memories, of goals, the collection of dreams, aspirations 
and ambitions are the ones we should strive to have.  

Birdwatching is such a collection. With over 10 000 species of birds in the world, this is a 
collection that will never be complete.
For the serious birdwatcher, ticking off each of the more than 10 000 species in the world
that you identify, each bird on your list becomes more than a name.  It becomes a vivid 
memory of the place, the people you were with, the journey you undertook to see this 
bird.

So many of us have allowed the artificial world to change our childhood aspirations. It is 
the natural world that should fuel and shape our aspirations. The natural world is the 
home of bird watchers, artists, poets, musicians and the creativity of science.
\
But, as Vernon said “we are forgetting how to walk slowly in wonderment, how to stop 
and look, how to gaze enquiringly. How to truly see.”   
To teach a child how to do this and how to be a birdwatcher, is the greatest gift you can 
give that child.

Birdwatching came to Vernon as a gift from his grandfather on his farm Sunnybrae when 
he was 5 or 6 years old. Today Sunnybrae is the suburb of Northcliff in Johannesburg – a 
place of concrete streets, sadness and loss, with very few birds about. 
The bird was a Rainbird, which, as Vernon’s journey took shape, changed to Burchell’s 
Coucal and later Centropus Burchelli.

One very specific journey that Vernon embarked on was a journey in search of the rarest 
bird in the world.  A bird named Nechisar Nightjar or Caprimulgus solala, Caprimulgus 
being the scientific name for the nightjar family and solala because the bird was identified
by one wing only – solus meaning only and ala meaning wing.  The journey resulted in a 
book in which Vernon explores why we have this ancient need to collect, name and list 
things.  The book also helped his wife understand his passion for birdwatching!



Vernon Head – continued/2

”In 1990 a group of University of Cambridge scientist arrived at the Plains of Nechisar in 
Ethiopia. They collected 23 species of mammals, a rodent and a bat.  Hundreds of bird, 
butterfly, dragonfly and damselfly species were identified. Seventeen reptile species and 3
frog species were filed; plants were listed. And the wing of an unidentified bird was 
packed into a brown paper bag.  It was to become the most famous wing in the world.”

Twenty-two years later an expedition of 4, led by arguably Africa’s greatest birder & field 
ornithologist, Ian Sinclair, set off to try and find this rarest bird in the world.  Vernon was 
one of the four.

Now go and read the book and be amazed!

Ps. According to Vernon, the difference between birdwatching and birding is that birding 
is more of a sport, birdwatching is about seeing, truly seeing and then perhaps, finding 
answers. 
Barbara Palmer

   



Mike Ford's Migration Course - report

Mike Ford provided 57 members with  information and VERY interesting facts and figures  
on a subject new to many of us, The of Migration of Birds. Mike very kindly offered to place the 
contents of his course onto a CD and this is now available to members of the HBC. Below are 
various comments sent to the committee from members who attended the course.  MJO Ed

“We really enjoyed Mike's course -  there were interesting points with the below being particularly 
amazing to us. 
1) Navigation. Most of the birds head North / South for their migrations. Yet they do not fly in 
straight lines but deviate to avoid natural hazards like mountains, deserts and large bodies of 
open water! One wonders how they know about them? 
2) Celestial navigation. The fact that birds are able to identify stars like Polaris and other 
constellations with which to navigate at night is remarkable. The sun has always been an 
important factor in identifying time and latitude for man. The fact that birds can do likewise can 
again only be said to be remarkable! The German experiments with inked feet in a cone indicating 
north was of real interest. 
3) The storage of 'fuel' in the form of yellow fat on the breast and the ability to gauge the distance
to the next 'fuelling' stop was also very interesting”

“Again Mike’s course has been great. This course on migration of birds adds a new dimension to our 
birding experiences - when and where to look for our “visiting” birds. We will put this knowledge to good 
use at Duinepos with the waders! And of course we just love Mike’s sense of humour!!! 
Having the notes will probably help us with our next quiz evening?”

“I feel like flying after Mike's wonderfully informative, fascinating talk this morning. His inspiring 
research and presentation makes one thirst for more. 
The fact that 300 billion birds migrate, 30% of the world's avian population, amazing. 

I was most interested in the mechanics of birds' breathing system, a wonder of nature, which 
works with total efficiency, their two-stage air flow allowing the oxygen to fully replace the carbon
dioxide with each breath, humans replace only about 10%. 
Another fact I hadn't considered, was that birds return to their home environments due to 
competition for breeding space in the countries they chose for their summer holidays. 
I could go on and on, but let that whet your appetite!”

“Mike has obviously put a lot of research into the subject. We found the course very interesting, 
informative (lots of new information!), well presented, excellent notes and slides. In summary 
we were pleased we attended and certainly extended our knowledge of birds - a thoroughly enjoyable 
morning. The coffee/ tea and sandwiches were also much appreciated - thank you to the ladies” 

“The information given was outstanding – it was interesting, most informative and we learnt about 
the species that we see every year and take for granted without questioning where they have come from, 
and the amazing journey they have had, to be here.
Mike certainly did a lot of research. We are so privileged to have him share his knowledge with us. 
I do think that this particular lecture should be in book form.
A big thank you, to Mike and the Bird Club”



Bird migration is an interesting subject and we were privileged to attend Mike Ford's 
Migration Course in August. The below is for your interest on the subject.

The map alongside shows the path 
taken by a female European Honey 
Buzzard who was fitted with a   

   satellite tracking system in Finland 
and was of  particular interest to 
South Africans as it spent the   

   most recent austral summer around
the town of Reitz  in the Free State.

She left Reitz to start heading north
on 20 April 2015 and on 2 June, 
finally reached Finland where she 
will probably spend the boreal 
summer before returning again  
next season to visit us here in 
South Africa.

This image shows the data received
from the tracker which plots out 

the route that she took to head north. In 
just 42 days, she covered over 10 000 km at an average of more than 230 km every day!

Mike illustrated the various routes taken 
by different species and the route of the 
European Honey Buzzard seems to follow 
this main route as indicated here by Mike.

For more information on this fascinating 
subject connect with Craig Holmes to 
purchase a disc – alternatively watch out 
for Mike's next course on migration.



       Interesting data from the course for you to enjoy



         CWAC Report 

Three lone souls took to the edges of the Kleinriver Estuary on July 3rd to do the annual July 
waterbird count along this body of water. The count is known by the acronym “CWAC” : Co-
ordinated Waterbird Avifaunal Count. We missed the usual bird counters of Cherry, Lee,   
Barbara Palmer and Peter Dagg (all unavailable on the day). This group has been led by Mike 
Ford over the past 12 years at the Kleinriviersvlei. 

Mike Ford, Chris Cheetham and myself met at 09:00 at De Mond and with the help of 2 
scopes started our counting exercise. This exercise is no mean feat as every species on 
or along the estuary banks needs counting on the day and this can get quite difficult.

Red-knobbed Coots were the winners of the day clocking in at 1845, with Little Grebes 
showing themselves in unusually large numbers - 73 were seen and the number of 
Yellow-billed Ducks recorded was 45. With the water level relatively high, the number 
of birds seen was far less than during the July 2014 count.

22 different species were seen altogether in the section between the De Mond mouth and the 
area where the Estuary meets the Kleinriver. 
Thanks Mike & Chris – MJO Ed

  



CAR Report

Lee Burman has, for many years now, been recording the data captured by volunteer members 
who join her and travel along the routes of the Overberg which are within our CAR 
boundaries. The 25th July was no different as she arranged for 3 other members, Cherry Mills 
Barbara Swart and myself to join her on the 2015 mid-year count.

This annual July count takes dedicated organization of the hundreds of “citizen teams” who 
participate in their designated areas, and feed the data captured back to the research station.

Our usual route was slightly altered due to the bridge on Swartrivier Road being under water, so 
after the count was completed from Gabrielskloof to the bridge, we returned to the west side of 
the bridge via Botrivier and continued our duties along the route. Blue Crane, Jackal Buzzard and
Spur-winged Geese were aplenty along Swartrivier Road and we were all most surprised with 
the sighting of 12 Kittlitz's Plovers within an agricultural field. 

The fields alongside the iron bridge were covered in water after the rains and we were treated to
a wide selection of ducks (although not part of our 'count') in the form of Red-billed Teals, 
African Black Duck, Yellow-billed Ducks and a long row of White-faced Ducks. Very special 
viewing at this small viewing spot!

Karwyderskraal Road provided many more Blue Cranes and Spur-winged Geese but the Hemel-
en-Aarde Road towards Caledon was only productive once we reached the northern side of the 
pass. Once again the 2 species named above were in abundance. Results were as below:

Blue Cranes  114 
Cape Crows   16 
Denhams Bustard        2 
Spur-winged Geese   50 
Jackal Buzzard     5 
White-necked Raven   6

Many thanks to the members who assisted Lee with this worthwhile cause. MJO Ed



OVERBERG CAR SUMMARY JULY 2015

The Overberg Precinct Winter Count 2015 was partially drowned out by heavy rains that 
made several of the routes pretty well impassable, even for a 4x4! We were sent a couple 
of typical scenes and we include them with thanks to the teams who sent them in.

Swartrivier Road Causeway above, and a flooded 
crossing left, 25JUL2015. Typical of the situations 
experienced and that caused so many problems for 
the teams on the roads.  Small wonder that the 
count was affected by the weather!

       Pictures provided by HBC team

Despite the setbacks the count proceeded and the results are already on the ADU Data-
base thanks to the swift returns of CAR Forms and the entering of data by some 
counters, great stuff!!  Because of the conditions, several routes were counted a day or a 
few days later when the intrepid teams could negotiate the routes. Sadly, two routes 
could not be completed due to the conditions, but hopefully all will be well again in 
January! A special thanks to John Carter who, once again, kindly helped us to get the info 
onto the Data-base.
Comparative Table of Species: Winter Counts 2007 to 2015

  BC            SG           DB          BHH          KK         SEC        SBK         HAR
2015 3296        2094        111         126           29           5          6             15
2014          4616        2217          85         212           20           5          6             22
2013            4334        1714        142         130           44           4          8             12
2012            5004        1025        202         286           53           3          8             10
2011            5122          957        135        139            52          10       11               3
2010            5646        1270        251          69            47           7          6              7
2009            6129        1107        237        169            62         14          3              5
2008            6208       1716        259         285            66         19          3              9
2007            4695      1356         128         135            49           5        11            10



OVERBERG CAR SUMMARY JULY 2015 – continued 2/

Comparative Table of Raptors and Corvids: Winter Counts 2013 to 2015 

                 SPBZ     JKBZ    PCG     BSKT     WNR    PICW    CPCW   HAR    LCE
2015 5     66         1        20      104        38       730      15       0
2014            4         92         3       18      117        82       633      22        1
2013            -           -         2       24      125        48       700      12        -

John Jones remarked that they had noted more canola and wheat. Stuart McLennan noted 
an increase in sheep and less canola than before. Ever-changing scene! It was also noted 
that many White-necked Ravens were feeding on dead sheep and lambs.

Blue Cranes (BC)
Getting down to more specific details, the data on Blue Cranes shows a disturbing 
decrease of 1320 in the number recorded. We had the lowest count since 2006 when 
2851 were recorded. John Jones, who does a route in the Riviersonderend area said last 
year that he thought that this year we would have a low counts they had noted a loss of 
chicks with the bad weather and this year only a few juveniles, 56, were counted. Either 
this was due to fewer birds or the bad weather, an unanswered question. Most routes 
that usually have high counts noted that their numbers were down. 

The highest concentration was in the Heidelberg area where 698 and 176 were recorded. 
Usually the Swellendam area has good counts, but only Buffeljags got as many as 105. 
The areas around Riviersonderend, Caledon and Greyton had good counts with Wicus 
Leeuwner counting 305, John Jones 240 and the Bretts153; Ken Price counted 244 near 
Napier. Further east near Mossel Bay, 226 were recorded. 
A universal comment was that big groups were generally not seen except around 
feedlots. However it was noted that there were many BCs in pairs and some already 
displaying.

Denham’s Bustards (DB)
The count was higher than last year’s and spread throughout the precinct. Christine 
Wallace recorded 17 in the Swellendam area, Stuart McLennan saw 15 between 
Bredasdorp and the N2, the Moodies saw 12 and Bill Naude in the Mossel Bay area saw 
10. Otherwise they were seen on most routes in numbers of 3-7.



OVERBERG CAR SUMMARY JULY 2015 – continued  3/

Karoo Korhaan (KK)
The count remained steady with most being seen around Stormsvlei/Riviersonderend 
area 22 in all.

Southern Black Korhaan (SBK)
The count remains disturbingly low with a total of only 6 - all in the Heidelberg area.

Spurwinged Geese (SG)
Numbers a little lower than last winter’s count but still high enough to create concern 
with farmers. Around the Caledon and Riviersonderend area Wicus counted 188 while 
John Jones recorded 160, Linda Wienand 154, Paul Bramhall 130, theBretts 200. In the 
Heidelberg area 142 were seen.

Black-headed Herons (BHH)
The total count was down compared to last year, but fairly evenly spread throughout the 
precinct. Andrew Marshall gets first prize for recording 34!

Secretary Birds (SEC)
The numbers remain very low with the Mossel Bay area producing the most. Frans de 
Graaff saw 3 and Andrew Marshall 1, while near Stormsvlei John Carter saw 1. Remember 
to look out for these birds as research is being done as their numbers dwindle.

Black Harrier (HAR)
The numbers were down with Frans de Graaffseeing 5 in the Mossel Bay area and Jeffrey 
Arizon noted 4 in the Caledon area.

Cape Crows (CPCW)
These birds are definitely on the increase, and were seen throughout the precinct with 
the Moodies recording 98, Pierre van den Berg 54, Sue Watermeyer 33 in the Heidelberg 
area while in the Stormsvlei/ Riviersonderend with 144 been seen.

Pied Crows (PICW)
Very few were noted and as someone commented they have moved west over the 
Overberg to the Cape Town Municipality!! The highest count was in the Stormsvlei area 
where Ken Price recorded 22.
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White-necked Ravens (WNR)
The numbers remain constant, with the majority seen at carcasses where some routes 
noted dead sheep and lambs. The Bretts recorded the highest number at 44, otherwise 
they were spread thinly throughout the precinct.

Black-shouldered Kite (BSKT)
The numbers remain constant and are spread throughout the precinct with Andrew 
Marshall in the Mossel Bay area seeing the most, 7.

Jackal Buzzard (JKBZ)
Although the count was down the species was well represented throughout the precinct. 

Steppe Buzzards (SPBZ)
There were 5 reports of over-wintering Steppe Buzzards as well. 

In addition, 3 White Storks were seen, and John Coats in the Swellendam area saw 
1 Pale Chanting Goshawk.

Other Birds
Other bird species noted were African Fish Eagle, Spotted Eagle Owls, Lanner Falcon and 
20 Cape Vultures in one group with 2 others apart. There were many other species seen, 
a bonus for the Atlassers!

Mammals
Vaal Rhebok were noted throughout the area with a total of 55 being recorded.

That about sums it all up apart from our thanks to all of you for being part of this great 
effort towards conservation!!
Best wishes
Duncan and Inès Cooke
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     Seen or heard around town? 

 'STOP NAGGING”

Photo sent in by a member with a wicked sense of humour - thanks David!
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